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Abstract

Background: Although guidelines advise titration of palliative sedation at the end of life, in practice the depth of sedation can range from mild to deep. We investigated physicians’ considerations about the depth of continuous sedation.

Methods: We performed a qualitative study in which 54 physicians underwent semistructured interviewing about the last patient for whom they had been responsible for providing continuous palliative sedation. We also asked about their practices and general attitudes toward sedation.

Results: We found two approaches toward the depth of continuous sedation: starting with mild sedation and only increasing the depth if necessary, and deep sedation right from the start. Physicians described similar determinants for both approaches, including titration of sedatives to the relief of refractory symptoms, patient preferences, wishes of relatives, expert advice and esthetic consequences of the sedation. However, physicians who preferred starting with mild sedation emphasized being guided by the patient’s condition and response, and physicians who preferred starting with deep sedation emphasized ensuring that relief of suffering would be maintained. Physicians who preferred each approach also expressed different perspectives about whether patient communication was important and whether waking up after sedation is started was problematic.

Interpretation: Physicians who choose either mild or deep sedation appear to be guided by the same objective of delivering sedation in proportion to the relief of refractory symptoms, as well as other needs of patients and their families. This suggests that proportionality should be seen as a multidimensional notion that can result in different approaches toward the depth of sedation.
Methods

Participants
This study is part of a larger project aimed at studying the practice of palliative sedation in the Netherlands after the introduction of a national guideline on palliative sedation. For the quantitative part of the study, we enrolled by random sampling physicians working in general practice, nursing homes and hospitals (n = 1580); of these, 370 reported about their most recent case of continuous palliative sedation. Frequent indications for sedation were dyspnea, pain and physical exhaustion. Details of this study are described elsewhere. Of the 370 respondents, 51 (22 general practitioners, 22 nursing home physicians and 7 clinical specialists) indicated that they were willing to participate in an additional qualitative interview. We also included the pilot interviews with one physician from each of the settings. In total, we interviewed 54 physicians (Table 1).

Procedures
We developed a semistructured interview scheme with open-ended questions. For each question, possible prompts were formulated. Questions related to the depth of sedation are listed in Box 1. The full interview scheme is available in Appendix 1 (www.cmaj.ca/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1503/cmaj.110847/-/DC1). To facilitate receiving answers that were as specific as possible, we included several questions pertaining to the case that the respondents had described in the quantitative questionnaire. Additional questions were asked about physicians’ general sedation practices and attitudes.

We conducted interviews between October 2008 and April 2009. Participants gave consent for audiotaping, and the interviews lasted between 30 and 65 minutes. Information about the physician’s age, sex, work experience and medical specialty was obtained from the original questionnaire (Table 1). We ensured consistency among interviewers through the use of a semistructured interview with fixed prompts, a one-day training session about interview techniques and monthly meetings aimed at discussing findings and interim analyses. During one of the monthly meetings, the interviewers agreed that they had reached a saturation point (i.e., all relevant perspectives had been captured).

Analysis
The recordings were transcribed verbatim. We removed names and privacy-related information. We performed the analyses using the constant comparative method. The themes were independently derived from the interviews by S.J.S. and J.A.C.R. In addition, these authors compared and organized these themes in a coding tree, which was discussed several times with the rest of the authors, who have multiprofessional backgrounds and who had also read large parts of the raw material. The final coding tree, which captured all relevant themes for the purpose of this study, was agreed upon and used by S.J.S. and J.A.C.R. for coding all interviews independently. These authors discussed any differences. All authors discussed the coded fragments in depth during several meetings. During all phases of the analyses, alternative explanations of the findings were proposed and discussed to avoid potential preconceived notions.

Table 1: Characteristics of interviewed physicians

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Practice location; no. (%) of physicians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General practice n = 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, yr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 40</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–49</td>
<td>9 (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–59</td>
<td>11 (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 60</td>
<td>2 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>13 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>10 (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working in current specialty, yr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–9</td>
<td>2 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–19</td>
<td>9 (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–29</td>
<td>7 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>5 (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working in hospice or palliative care unit</td>
<td>2 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palliative care consultant</td>
<td>3 (14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Box 1: Interview questions related to the depth of sedation

1. Did this case concern mild or deep sedation?
2. Was the dose of the medication in this case determined by the desired depth of sedation or by the severity of symptoms? Why?
3. To what extent was it important in this case that the patient could communicate as long as possible?
4. Do you think, in general, that when using continuous sedation until death, the patients’ consciousness should be preserved as long as possible? Why?
Quotes were selected by S.J.S. and J.A.C.R. to illustrate the arguments; the quotes were translated into English by a professional translator. Half of the quotes are case-specific and half are general.

Results

Approaches for choosing the depth of sedation

Independent of any specific approach, physicians considered it important that the effect of continuous palliative sedation be reflected in the appearance of the patient. (Box 2, quote 1). Within this context, there were two approaches described for choosing the depth of continuous sedation. Physicians either started with mild sedation and, when considered necessary, deepened it gradually \( (n = 22; \text{Box 2, quote 2}) \) or they aimed for deep sedation right from the start \( (n = 32; \text{Box 2, quote 3}) \).

Arguments for choosing the depth of sedation

Mild sedation

There were two arguments for the alleviation of symptoms by starting with mild sedation and increasing the depth if necessary. Physicians who aimed for mild sedation considered a gradual approach toward the relief of refractory symptoms to be sufficient and most appropriate. These physicians generally referred to sedation as a process in which the depth of sedation is guided by the clinical condition of the patient and the patient’s response to the sedatives (Box 3, quote 1 and 2).

Physicians who aimed for mild sedation also considered communication of the patient with relatives and professional caregivers before and during sedation to be important. When adjusting the depth of sedation, they took into account the wishes of the patient and relatives about communication. Physicians also referred to the unpredictable course of continuous sedation, implying that waking up should always be taken into account. They did not consider waking up during sedation to be problematic if patients and relatives had been informed and prepared for this possibility (Box 3, quote 3 and 4).

Deep sedation

Physicians who aimed for deep sedation from the start also voiced alleviation of symptoms as their guiding principle. But they argued that, if there is an indication for continuous sedation, the symptoms causing suffering require the use of deep sedation right from the start (Box 4, quote 1 and 2). They stated that patients and relatives need to be reassured that the suffering will continue to be relieved once continuous sedation has been started. Refractory symptoms such as breathlessness, seizures and symptoms related to delirium were specifically mentioned as indications for deep sedation. Only physicians who practised in nursing homes mentioned deep continuous sedation as being appropriate for patients with end-stage dementia (e.g., to relieve refractory restlessness) (Box 4, quote 3).

In some cases, possible awakening of the patient during sedation was considered to be problematic. To reduce the chance of this happening, physicians aimed for deep sedation right from the start. A patient who wakes from continuous sedation could, according to the respondents, be suffering from the underlying disease and refractory symptoms, which should be prevented. Physicians also felt that waking up was

Box 2: Approaches to the depth of continuous sedation

In general, the effect of continuous palliative sedation therapy has to be reflected in the appearance of the patient

- Quote 1: You’re looking for them to be peaceful. … If someone is short of breath, that’s when you really want to see that the fight is over — that they’re not twisting and turning, or breathing heavily, or sweating a lot. So you tend to base the dosage on the outwardly visible signs of suffering. — Clinical specialist A602

First approach: mild sedation and, when considered necessary, deepen it gradually

- Quote 2: It is usually a gradual process. When the sedation is light, the patient does off easily, but can still be woken. But if that’s not really desirable, if you feel that the patient is still really suffering, that is when you give deeper sedation. … But I don’t think I ever opt for deep sedation right from the start. — Clinical specialist R566

Second approach: deep sedation right from the start

- Quote 3: Sedation with the aim that there was no longer any visible suffering, that the patient would no longer respond when you spoke to them. … Deep sedation. — Clinical specialist A602

Box 3: Arguments for starting with mild sedation

Alleviation of symptoms

- Quote 1: Yes, on the basis of … it was constantly being adjusted on the basis of symptoms. You start out on a treatment, you see its effect, see whether it is enough. If it isn’t, then we adjust it. — Nursing home physician A367

- Quote 2: I always begin with light sedation to see if it is sufficient. And I then see what the patient needs, what he indicates, which depth of sedation he wants. If light sedation is enough — which is often the case, I find — it is fine with me. — General practitioner A165

Enabling communication

- Quote 3: Tailor it carefully, I’d say. So if I see that someone is very peaceful, but opens their eyes from time to time, or is able to say something if necessary, and also experiences it as pleasant, then I see no reason to say that the sedation should be deeper. — General practitioner R182

- Quote 4: Yes, it is always possible that they will wake up, you do tell them that. But many people find that very unpleasant — they tell you beforehand that they don’t want it. But you can’t guarantee that beforehand. — Clinical specialist P003
problematic because unexpected awakening could give rise to agitation of the patient and distress of the relatives (Box 4, quote 4).

Physicians in general practice mostly considered waking up to be something that had to be prevented. However, those who practised in hospitals and nursing homes generally regarded it as something that could be remedied if necessary (Box 4, quote 5). Physicians sometimes made explicit agreements with or promises to the patient and relatives about the prevention of waking up during the course of continuous sedation. Whereas in all settings, the perspectives of the patient and relatives about waking up were considered, general practitioners, compared with the other physicians, more explicitly referred to the wishes of, agreements with and promises to patients and relatives (Box 4, quotes 6 and 7).

Most physicians who aimed for deep sedation considered that, once sedation was started, communication with the patient was no longer important. Instead, they stressed the importance of careful communication before the start of continuous sedation, both with the patient and family (Box 4, quote 8).

**Expert advice**

Both physicians who started with mild sedation and those who started with deep sedation mentioned the use of expert advice when choosing the depth of continuous sedation. This included instructions from palliative care teams, experienced colleagues or teams of specialized nurses; or medication schemes in guidelines and protocols (Box 5, quote 1). Expert advice was not always followed nor did it result in one preferred approach (Box 5, quotes 2–4).

**Interpretation**

We found that physicians have different approaches about the depth of continuous palliative sedation therapy. Physicians either aim for deep sedation right from the start or begin with mild sedation and deepen it gradually if needed. The arguments that the interviewed physicians used for a specific approach related to alleviation of symptoms, communication, the possibility of awakening and expert advice. The patient’s clinical situation was taken into account, as were physicians’ and patients’ personal preferences.

The notion of proportionality is often mentioned in guidelines and debates about palliative sedation. Proportional sedation is typically thought to be sedation in which the dose is individually titrated to the relief of distress caused by refractory symptoms; in this case, consciousness is reduced no more than necessary to adequately relieve suffering. Although most interviewed physicians did not use the term “proportionality,” their statements suggest that proportionality is a major factor in their decision-making process. However, proportionality seems to be understood as being more than strictly titrating drugs to the relief of refractory symptoms. We found that physicians use a multidimensional concept of proportionality, in which other factors also play a role.

**Factors that contribute to proportionality**

First, the preferences of the patient contribute to proportional sedation. Patients’ fear of awaken-
In some cases, this leads to the goal of deep sedation from the start. In other cases, this leads to a more gradual approach that reflects “a more natural way of dying.”

Physicians who stated that the preservation of communication was important, considered mild sedation, in general, to be proportionate sedation. In cases in which preservation of communication was not considered important anymore, the threshold for applying deeper sedation was lower. In such cases, physicians used phrases such as “everything had been said” and the patient was “ready to die.” Although guidelines do not reflect the preservation of communication as an inherent point of consideration, physicians do take this into account when deciding the required depth of sedation.

Third, relatives’ wishes are considered important. We have reported elsewhere that physicians and nurses sometimes feel pressure to start continuous sedation. The results of our study indicate that relatives’ fears about the patient waking up contribute to physicians’ decision-making.

Finally, physicians often reflect upon esthetic aspects related to depth of sedation. The appearance of the patient is expected to be peaceful after the start of continuous palliative sedation. In some cases, this leads to the goal of deep sedation from the start. In other cases, this leads to a more gradual approach that reflects “a more natural way of dying.”

**Comparison with other studies**

Recent publications describing guidelines for the use of sedation for patients nearing death acknowledge that repeated doses of sedatives, titrated to ease an individual’s distress, are the mark of proportionate sedation. In addition, they suggest that clinicians’ considerations for using sedation must be within accepted medical guidelines of beneficence, nonmaleficecence and informed consent. Differences in the frequency of the application of continuous deep sedation potentially reflect differences in attitudes toward the use and depth of sedation. Our study contributes to discussions about the proportionality of palliative sedation by adding practice-based information to theoretical and moral reasoning.

Quill and colleagues proposed that there are three types of palliative sedation: ordinary sedation, proportionate sedation and palliative sedation to unconsciousness. However, based on our results, we support the suggestion that all palliative sedation should be classified as proportionate sedation, because our results suggest that, from a multidimensional perspective on proportionality, palliative sedation to unconsciousness can be regarded as proportionate sedation in specific circumstances. The proportionality of continuous palliative sedation is determined within a context in which patients, relatives and caregivers interact and interpret clinical signs and symptoms and their consequences. This supports the notion that clinical decision-making at the end of life should be a shared deliberative process involving physicians and patients. Because the use of both mild and deep sedation was based on expert advice (i.e., from guidelines or palliative care experts) in our study, expert advice becomes part of this context. Apparently, its meaning and practical consequences are open to interpretation. If one interprets expert advice

**Box 5: Expert advice**

Quote 1: I rang the palliative care team, … discussed it with them, and asked what the options were. And they said, “Well, all things considered, in this case this is a good option.” And we talked about it with the family, and that’s what I adopted. — General practitioner R117

Quote 2: But I wasn’t very happy with the pharmacist’s advice, which pretty much came down to what the palliative care team advise[d]: you know, put up the infusion and then wait until deep sleep begins. But if that’s the method you use, the patient essentially lies there waiting to fall asleep. It can take an hour, which is very hard on them — it can be a very stressful hour. … in fact, I think that’s unethical. — General practitioner R100

Quote 3: We’ve got a protocol for it. And while I have to say that I don’t know the protocol by heart, the “TT nurse”* I call in for the infusion pump — or pumps — she does know it by heart. So we discuss it — you know, things like “She’s very restless: shall we take it a bit deeper?” and then we do. And once someone is sleeping very peacefully, we just let things go according to plan. So I think … erhm … I don’t do it as often as the TT nurse … — General practitioner A018

Quote 4: So with the last patient, we thought the dose proposed by the anesthetist was too high. But because the man was so cachectic we thought that if we gave that, it would be … but in retrospect, it’s probably what we should have done, as he woke up twice. Q: Why do you think that was? A: Well, according to the anesthetist, due to the initial dose … that we should just have given the proposed bolus, which would eventually have achieved a better blood level. And because we didn’t dare to do it, as it really isn’t very nice if someone dies during the injection. — Clinical specialist P003

*A TT (technical team) nurse is a nurse working in home care, who has been trained to provide technical assistance to physicians.
Research

(e.g., a guideline) as suggesting that gradual deepening of sedation is the preferred approach in all cases, one could conclude that this guideline is not always followed. If, however, one accepts a multidimensional concept of proportionality as a cornerstone for decision-making about continuous sedation, then one can conclude that proportionality is indeed used for determining the depth of sedation, but in a broader sense. Others have suggested that the “proportionality principle” should be distinguished from the “principle of therapeutic responsiveness” in order to differentiate physical (neurocognitive) suffering from existential agent-narrative suffering. Such an approach fits well in the multidimensional concept of proportionality which we suggest, because the principle of therapeutic responsiveness supports physicians in distinguishing between therapeutic options that are within their realm (e.g., prescribing opioids) and therapeutic options for which others have to be involved (e.g., spiritual needs). Because it has been proposed that the main objective of advance-care planning is to prepare patients and relatives to participate in making the best possible in-the-moment decision, it is important that the writers of guidelines pay attention to the management of expectations about the course of continuous palliative sedation from the perspective of patients, families and clinicians.

Strengths and limitations

A major strength of a qualitative study is that it allows for an in-depth analysis of arguments involved in medical decision-making. Although we did not pursue a design of purposive sampling, the large number of interviews held with respondents who had experience with continuous sedation and who were working in different settings allowed for a broad practice-based description of continuous sedation. Moreover, using each physician’s most recent case as a starting point for the interviews facilitated the collection of specific information. Because this may not always be a reflection of physicians’ usual practices or approaches, the most recent case served as a reference for more general reflections during the interview, which we also included in the analyses. Physicians sometimes mentioned difficulties in recollecting the details of their “most recent” patient, especially when they had been involved in the care of other patients as a consultant in palliative care. Whereas physicians were randomly selected for the original questionnaire study, the present study included physicians who volunteered to participate, which could imply that only physicians with a specific interest in the research topic responded, leading to possible selection bias.

Conclusions

When providing continuous palliative sedation, physicians may aim for deep sedation from the start or choose for a more gradual approach. In both situations, proportionality refers not only to the titration of sedatives for the relief of refractory symptoms but also to titration to patients’ preferences, communication needs, wishes of relatives and esthetic consequences. This suggests that proportionality should be seen as a multidimensional notion, taking into account guidelines and external advice. For further improvement of medical care at the end of life, we recommend that the arguments that physicians use about the depth of sedation should be studied in relation to the expectations of patients and families.
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